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STORY
By 2010, Kelvin found himself in the enchanting New Zealand and also being signed to a 
Talent Agency his 2nd Day after his arrival in the country from volunteering as an Usher at 
Air New Zealand Fashion Week. This was due to a chance encounter with a model after 
meeting New Zealand actress Kiesha-Castle Hughes. His life was in for a wild ride in the 
land of Hobbits whereas a plethora of American productions where underway. Notably, the 
critically acclaimed series known as Spartacus by STARZ Entertainment where he showed up 
impromptu to their Pacific Renaissance production offices operated by Iconic Film & TV pro-
ducer Robert Tappert. He was taken in as a cultural asset being African and American to ducer Robert Tappert. He was taken in as a cultural asset being African and American to 
which he credits casting directors Desiree Cheer & Anita Cocoran for giving him his start. 

From Spartacus: Vengeance to War of the Damned in 2012, Taylor booked his 1st Co-star 
role as George Kerr in The Golden Hour to which he attended the 41st Annual International 
Emmys in New York hosted by comedian John Oliver. A life altering moment to be in atten-
dance from a film from a humble small country that aided his love for storytelling. This for-
ever shaped his destiny towards his own self-esteem and value of what an African American 
bring towards film or television. New Zealand solidified his path prior to Hollywood's cham-
pioning for diverse cultural inclusion.  

Following the film, he then booked two separate roles on Power Rangers Super Megaforce. 
In the same year, he was nominated for the Perfect Spirit award at the Creative Arts Film 
Festival 2015 for Best Actor in a middle eastern fantasy short film Hadir and The Deep.   
Taylor was a contestant on Week 2 of Come Dine with Me New Zealand, a New Zealand verTaylor was a contestant on Week 2 of Come Dine with Me New Zealand, a New Zealand ver-
sion of the British Hit Reality TV Show Come Dine with Me which garnered him national rec-
ognition. He was later cast in Ash vs Evil Dead, The Paramount Networks The Shannara 
Chronicles, Season 2, James Patterson's Murder Is Forever. Taylor set up shop and another 
base in Los Angeles, California as of mid-2018 where he's sculpting of his craft and of his 
magnificent story continues to shine. From his multiple appearances on Adult Swims or his 
appearance alongside rapper Waka Flocka for the upcoming Action Figure Miles series he 
always finds his surf and makes waves. Taylors story is a powerful one not only for himself 
but the entire African American community for his time overseas that needs to be heard. 
The mind of man who escaped local or Americanized odds is the story this generation of 
millennial pioneer's needs. A creative that creatively materialized a life for himself in per-
formance arts. 

The world of show business from Hollywood being present in New Zealand birthed a formi-
dable actor. Whose prowess and bold to move abroad, also paralleled his courageous parlay 
from modeling into acting. Kelvin Taylor considers himself not only a proven artist but one 
who performs no matter his geographic location. From a multifaceted arsenal of skillsets 
beyond acting but with dancing, music, activism, poetry and silent writer his IQ and per-
spective will leave you as spell bound. Taking pride in his Aotearoa homegrown New Zea-
land acting roots, his story is and will be one of legendary leaps as an African American 
abroad that is living a life formidably worthy of a movie within itself. 



BIOGRAPHY
Actor – Writer Kelvin Taylor makes waves globally that has rocked coasts and evoked inter-
est in his talents between Australasia and The United States. The Virginia born, Virginia 
Beach raised actor resides between Auckland, New Zealand, Melbourne, Australia and Los 
Angeles, California. A former student of New Zealand American Sanford Meisner instructor 
Michael Saccente', acting coach of New Zealand born actors Karl Urban & Anthony Starr 
(both actors appear on The Boys by Amazon), Taylor is cut from a well-tailored cloth. Taylor 
gained international notoriety from appearing as George Kerr in the 2013 Television New 
Zealand co-produced International Emmy Award Nominated Documentary “The Golden Zealand co-produced International Emmy Award Nominated Documentary “The Golden 
Hour”, Directed by Justin Pemberton. 

‘’With a Los Angeles market saturated with actors, Taylors unexpected success could easily 
be mistaken for a well thought out plan. He has a body of work behind him that many aspir-
ing actors would shed a limb for.’’  – Dan Light, The Huffington Post 

‘’Having recently joined SAG-AFTRA it appears the world is his oyster’’ – Voyage LA 

‘’It's his views on personal growth and kindness that helped him shin in a cutthroat indus-
try. His natural gift for acting and innate stage presence didn’t just enthrall the audience, it 
instilled a passion for performance in the bright-eyed little boy.’’ – Biz Me 

‘’Kelvin has always had a fighting spiriting spirit, but he's channeled that into one that 
fights with heart. I experienced the depth of what's at hand, and I found puzzle pieces that 
make up Kelvin as such a magnificent fit.’’ - Cameron Carpenter, Trendprive Magazine 
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PHOTOS



PUBLICITY
AS FEATURED IN

THE HUFFINGTON POST (UK)
TREND PRIVE MAGAZINE (ISREAL)
VOYAGE LA (USA)
BIZ ME (USA)
YAHOO NEWS (UK)
THE VIRGINIA PILOT (USA)THE VIRGINIA PILOT (USA)
THE NEW ZEALAND HERALD (NZ)
STAR NOW (NZ)

LIVE INTERVIEWS
RED CARPET TV (NZ)
MAI FM (NZ)
HATCHING CHANGE (USA)
FISHCENTER LIVE (USA)FISHCENTER LIVE (USA)
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